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Abstract- IEEE 802.11 WLAN provides multimedia services like live telecast, video streaming, video conferencing, Voice over IP (VoIP) to its users. For deployment of these fast real time services, it needs stringent Quality of service (QoS) requirement such as delay time less than 150ms for VoIP, and packet loss rate of 1%. The mobility service for users come with cost of handoff process required when mobile stations get connected from 1 Access point (AP) to another for continuous service. In existing 802.11 IEEE handoff procedure, the scanning phase can exceed duration of 200ms and packet loss can exceed 10%. Thus, proposed methodology focuses on achieving reduced overall handoff latency by implementing handoff delay duration less than 150ms which is the need for seamless service in IEEE 802.11 WLAN.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The IEEE 802.11 WLAN is widely used for its simple deployment and low cost. There are two operating modes in this network namely, ad-hoc and infrastructure mode. In ad-hoc mode, two or more mobile stations (STA) establish and interact via peer-to-peer communication whereas in infrastructure mode, there is a fixed entity called Access Point (AP). The AP bridges data between the mobile stations (STA) associated to it. The Mobile stations and the associated AP together form a Basic Service set (BSS), also collection of APs extends BSS into Extended Service Set (ESS).

Within IEEE 802.11 wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), a handoff occurs when a mobile station (STA) moves beyond the radio range of associated AP, and enters another BSS at the MAC layer. Mobile station moves its association from one Access Point to another. Thus, when mobile station changes its APs, it starts a process called as handoff. Now, during this handoff process, the client station is unable to send or receive any data packets. This is called as handoff latency which can exceed the duration of 200 milliseconds. For applications like VoIP, it is required that a delay of less than 150 milliseconds and packet loss less than 3% should persist [1]. Thus there is a need to provide fast handoff solutions to support VoIP services and other multimedia traffic without disruptions to mobile users.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, overview of the basic handoff process and related work done is described. In Section III, there is briefing of methodology used. In Section IV, simulation set-up and results are discussed. Finally, paper is concluded in the section V.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

a) Basic Handoff Procedure

The basic handoff procedure is explained in the Fig 1, where a station is connecting to an access point. The probe request, probe response, authentication and re-association messages are communicated between the station and Access Point (AP).

Figure 1: Basic Handoff Procedure

A handoff occurs when a mobile station moves beyond the radio range of one AP, and enters another BSS at the MAC layer. In this process, there are three entities participating namely moving station, a prior-AP, a posterior-AP [2]. The AP to which station has connectivity prior to handoff process is prior-AP and the new AP to which it associates after handoff process is posterior-AP. The handoff procedure is divided into two phase [3].
Phase 1: Discovery process can be active or passive scanning of the neighboring APs which the mobile station can be associated with. Active scanning mobile station sends probe request to APs and waits for probe responses, whereas passive scanning includes waiting for beacon messages sent periodically by AP.

Phase 2: Re-Authentication process, it entails Authentication and Re-association to new AP. There authentication involves transfer of credentials from old-AP to new-AP. Thus, handoff latency is blend of Scan-delay during Discovery phase, and Authentication delay and re-association delay during Re-authentication phase.

b) Related work
The related work is broken into two distinct categories:

1. Modifications inculcated on stations (mobile-nodes) configuration to improve handoff latency.
2. AP-based modification to reduce handoff interruption and duration time and thus improve handoff latency.

To reduce handoff latency many approaches such as, [4]-[6] have been proposed which involve modifications at mobile node. In [4], the author has introduced a concept called as neighbor graph (NG). With help of NG, mobile node has to scan only the current AP’s neighbor. In this algorithm, cache size is to be considered while storing the NG on it. Reference [5], a new approach called Synscan is proposed, where clients passively scan all the channels by switching its current channel. There is time synchronization for beacon messages, thus it eliminates the need of AP discovery in handoff procedure. In paper [6], author has used two radios in mobile node, where one radio scans all APs and other keeps communicating with current AP.

Other category, where algorithms propose modification at AP –side are described in references [7]-[9]. In the paper [7] by authors F. Rousseau and Y. Grunenberger proposes the concept of virtual access points to manage mobile station in infrastructure networks. In this scheme, stations are not aware that they move, and all the complexity is pushed back inside the network. It is then possible to control mobility from a global point of view, to optimize network resources for mobile stations, hence providing a better quality of service.

In this paper [8], the authors S. Jin, M. Choi, S. Choi and L. Wang define a scanning scheme composed of two phases: 1. Channel selection phase 2. AP search phase in order to accelerate AP-finding process. In this paper, two algorithms are developed to improve scanning latency i.e near best-fit and first-fit algorithm. Near best-fit algorithm helps the scanning station to find AP providing the highest data rate among neighboring APs. First-fit algorithm enables scanning station stop its scanning when it discovers an AP that satisfies its requirements.

In this paper [9], a novel scanning scheme for IEEE 802.11 by equipping Access Points (APs) with multiple Wireless Network Interface Cards (Multi-WNICs) is proposed, where one is set to operate in an exclusively reserved channel for the scanning purpose. In this environment, a Station (STA) can easily search neighboring APs by scanning the reserved channel.

III. Methodology

The Fig 2 below describes the MISH protocol [10], Multiple-Interface Seamless handoff where Each AP has multiple WNIC (Wireless Network Interface cards) working in different channels.

ALGORITHM:
Step 1 : Station is associated to APy in Channel 6
Step 2 : The current RSS of Station’s packets < Threshold RSS (thus need for handoff)
Step 3 & 4 : Associated AP i.e APy sends a MEASURE-Request Frame to other neighbor APs

MEASURE-Request Frame
MAC address of connected Station

Step 5 & 6 : Neighboring APs send MEASURE-Ready Frame to Associated AP

MEASURE-Ready Frame
Confirmation & Ready to receive packets from connected Station

Step 7 : Associated AP, APy sends a TPC-Request Frame to connected Station

TPC-Request Frame
Transmit Power control (defined by 802.11h) all 802.11 devices support

Figure 2 : MISH Protocol
Step 8: Station sends TPC-Response Frame to Channel 6 (Associated APy), now this TPC-Response Frame is also received by APx and APz because their 1WNIC is listening on channel 6.

Step 9 & 10: By receiving TCP-Response Frame from Station, neighboring APs i.e APx & APz measures RSS of packet received from the Station.

Step 11 & 12: Neighboring APs i.e APx and APy send a MEASURE-Report Frame to associated AP (APy).

Step 13: After receiving Measure-Report Frame from neighboring APs, Associated AP chooses the best next AP (according to the value of RSS)

ASSUME APy CHOSE APx

Step 14: Old AP (APy) sends a STA-Assign Frame to new chosen AP (APx).

STA-Assgin Frame

1. MAC address of station
2. Messages Station’s previous authentication and association messages

Step 15: New chosen AP (APx) sends STA-assign Response Frame to old AP (APy).

STA-assign Response

1. To give confirmation to old AP
2. Assign an Association ID to the Station

Step 16: Finally, Old AP (APy) sends a ACTION-frame to the station.

ACTION-frame

CSA (Channel Switch announcement) here, CSA = 1

( because station has to switch association from channel 6 to channel 1).

To Notify the Station about following changes to be done;

IV. SIMULATION SET-UP & RESULTS

A simulation model using ns2 has been developed to evaluate the methodology mentioned in previous section.

The simulations were performed using Network Simulator 2 (NS-2.34). The traffic sources are Constant Bit Rate (CBR). The source destination pairs are spread randomly over the network. The mobility model uses ‘random waypoint model’ in a rectangular field of 1000m x 1000m with 100 nodes.

The various simulation parameters and the values used are described in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Simulation Parameter List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval(Pause between movements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChannelSwitchDelay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxChannelTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinChannelTime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The design of simulation includes Grid topology, there are 16 APs(Access Points) and 4 MN(Mobile Nodes) in the simulation area that has been considered. Fig 3 depicts the grid topology.

Fig 4 demonstrates the handoff procedure as the mobile nodes starts their random mobility movement. The circles depict the radio range of each AP in the grid topology in the simulation.
The total handoff delay duration for 200 sec simulation is 0.0366024 seconds. The MinChannelTime and Max Channel Time is considered as 20ms and 40ms respectively. TheChannelSwitchDelay is 200ms. The handoff Interruption time is 0.022362 seconds. As the time interval between the sending of packets increases, handoff delay duration also gradually increases.

Fig 5 shows the graph of interval plotted against handoff Delay. As the time interval between the sending of packets increases, handoff delay duration also gradually increases.

Fig 6 depicts a graph that plots handoff delay duration against packetsize of the data packet. As the size of datapacket decreases, the handoff delay duration also decreases.

V. Conclusion

The mobility management is an important factor IEEE 802.11 provides to the users. For seamless services like video conferencing, VoIP, there is stringent requirement of less than 150ms handoff delay. The legacy handoff protocol provides handoff delay for more than 200ms. Thus there is a need for Seamless handoff protocol that would provide continuous services without interruption to clients in IEEE 802.11 WLAN. Thus the MISH protocol have been successful in meeting this Qos requirements since handoff delay is 36.6024 ms.
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